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SELF-GUIDED MICRO VEHICLE: AN AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE WITH
GPS NAVIGATION AND 802.11B COMMUNICATIONS
Roberto J. Guerra
ABSTRACT
To facilitate the learning of automatic navigation systems by engineering students an
easy to obtain platform is useful. The topic of this thesis is the design and implementation of
a basic self-guided vehicle that can be programmed and expanded by anyone possessing basic
experience with the C programming language. The Self-Guided Micro Vehicle, (SGMV),
uses off-the-shelf easy to obtain parts such as a toy R/C truck and the Handyboard to
maximize availability of this technology to students.
This thesis divides the SGMV design process by functionality. It starts by documenting the locomotion system, which was a modified R/C toy truck. Next, it describes the
Microcontroller board and the Handyboard. Then it highlights the programming language,
Interactive C, which makes multitasking systems easy for beginners. The sensor system
was comprised of a GPS receiver, a solid state electronic compass and a wireless communications system. Finally, the thesis documents the program code necessary for successful
navigation and explains the verification process, where the SGMV was required to follow a
set of waypoints, which were defined by latitude-longitude coordinates.

vi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Autonomous Vehicles (UAV) is a very necessary application of control systems,
sensors and artificial intelligence. They enhance the ability to complete missions in places
where human beings would not normally go. With more destinations at our reach, such as
outer space, war zones, and health-hazardous areas, autonomous machines become the only
viable agents to fulfill our interests in those territories. Furthermore, there is an increased
demand for mobile robotic agents that facilitate surveillance in the post 9-11 U.S.A. [1].
Autonomous vehicle platforms have, to date, not been available to the average student.
Most often, the student must become part of a well-established robotic research laboratory
to be able to access any type of mobile robot platform. Therefore, engineering students,
who are interested in autonomous vehicles, dont easily have the opportunity to implement
their control ideas.
The purpose of this research was the development of an inexpensive unmanned autonomous vehicle. The vehicle was termed the Self-Guided Micro Vehicle, (SGMV). The
vehicle employed GPS navigation, a solid-state compass and an 802.11b communication
system. Upon completion, this guided vehicle was to become a platform for any other engineering student or roboticist to implement navigation schemes and/or add sensors for the
vehicle to react to its environment.
The SGMV used an off-the-shelf RC vehicle as its moving base and a Handyboard as
its central processing unit. Additionally, a GPS receiver and a Dinsmore compass were
employed as location sensors and a Lantronix XPort along with a Belkin Wireless Access
Point were employed to establish a wireless link.
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For demonstration purposes, the SGMV was made to follow a pre-planned polygonal
itinerary with latitude-longitude coordinates as vertices. During the demonstration all
performance characteristics such as wireless link range, piloting quality, battery duration
and GPS location quality were measured and reported.
Although not specified as part of this research, suggestions for changes to the SGMV
will be noted that would reduce the complexity, cost, and improve efficiency and flexibility.

1.1

Scope of the Project and Requirements

The Self-Guided Micro Vehicle is a low-cost autonomous vehicle that combines an off-theshelf remote controlled car, an embedded microcontroller, navigation sensors and wireless
communication equipment. It is intended to fulfill the functions of self-navigation through
GPS positioning and compass direction and wireless communication that utilizes 802.11b
technology.
Although the final product only incorporated the minimum systems required to fulfill
the above functions, the SGMV is capable of expansion in order to accommodate new
functions. Future researchers should be able to easily add new modules, with very little
overhead and learning curve, in order to investigate new control strategies.
This thesis will document the technologies used in the implementation of the SGMV,
the physical configuration of the devices involved and the software required to execute the
navigation functions. Additionally, this thesis will be released in the public domain so that
anyone can reproduce the product and this research. There will also be instructions on how
to expand the SGMV to accommodate more functions.
The final thesis will be released in the public domain so that anyone can reproduce the
SGMV. This thesis also contains instructions on how to expand the SGMV to accommodate
more functions.

2

1.2

Theoretical Background

1.2.1

Ackerman Steering Locomotion

There exist two main kinds of locomotion for wheeled vehicles. One is differential-drive,
and the other type is Ackerman steering. Differential-drive locomotion is accomplished
by placing two wheels or tank tracks at either side of the vehicle. Each wheel is driven
independently. Depending on the direction the wheels turn, the vehicle will move in some
definite direction. Table 1 is a summary of the differential-drive locomotion scheme.
Lef tW heel
Forward
Backward
Forward
Backward
Fast forward
Slow forward
Still

RightW heel
Forward
Backward
Backward
Forward
Slow forward
Fast forward
Still

V ehicleM otion
Straight forward
Straight backward
Turn left on a dime
Turn right on a dime
Forward, turning left
Forward, turning right
No motion

Table 1. Differential drive actions
Figure 1 illustrates the placement of the wheels and indicates how the vehicle turns in
differential drive locomotion.
Ackerman steering, unlike differential-drive steering, involves four wheels instead of two.
The two back wheels turn with high torque to provide vehicle propulsion. The two wheels
in the front a free spinning and can swivel at will about the vertical axis, which produces
curvature in the driving path. Ackerman steering is used by all automobiles and some
variations include front-wheel drive and four-wheel drive.
By combining drive and steering actions seven types of motion can be realized. Table 2
illustrates some of these motions.
Figure 2 illustrates the positioning of the wheels in Ackerman steering systems.
Differential-drive locomotion presents a critical advantage over Ackerman steering. Differentialdrive systems can spin on a dime, meaning that it can change orientation without changing
its location. Ackerman systems present minimum turn radius, which affects the maximum
3

Figure 1. Differential drive locomotion

DriveW heels
Forward
Forward
Forward
Backward
Backward
Backward
Still

T urnW heels
Straight
Right
Left
Straight
Right
Left
Any

V ehicleM otion
Straight forward
Forward right
Forward left
Straight backward
Backward right
Backward left
No motion

Table 2. Ackerman drive actions

4

Figure 2. Ackerman drive locomotion
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curvature in their motion and defines the minimum physical space required to change orientation. However, Ackerman systems are more widespread and there is a need to automate
the existing systems, especially in full size automobiles.
The decision to make the SGMV an Ackerman steering system stemmed from the need
for students to graduate from beginner robots that use differential-drive drives and become
familiar with the more universal system.

1.2.2

Handyboard, Interactive C and Multitasking

The central processing unit for the SGMV was chosen to be the Handyboard [5]. The
Handyboard is a microcontroller board based on the Motorola 68HC11 [2] and was designed
by Fred Martin for the purpose of teaching robotics to engineering and robotics students.
The Handyboard is pictured in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The MIT Handyboard
The Handyboard includes connectors for digital and analog sensors and for 9V motors. It
comes installed with an alphanumeric LCD, a piezo buzzer and a battery charging system.
Coupled with the optional Expansion Board, a user has access to digital outputs, servo
outputs, additional analog inputs and a sonar range sensor connector. The Handyboard,
unlike other microcontroller boards, supports Interactive C, (IC). IC, also created by Fred
6

Martin, is a C-like programming language that gives high-level access to the Handyboard
hardware such as the buzzer, LCD display and motor drivers. These functions are also
possible in other microcontroller systems. However, with the Handyboard, the functions
are available out of the box, without the need for third party libraries and compilers that
might not be completely adequate.
Interactive C is not a compiled language like C. Instead, it is a byte-code-interpreter
system. The IC code is converted into byte-codes that the Handyboard runtime kernel executes. While this method of operation reduces execution speed, it allows for runtime checks,
which prevent hang ups and software crashes. Interactive C is known for its stability, which
is a feature most welcomed by beginner programmers. However, the most powerful feature
of IC is easy multitasking. Without loading special libraries or kernels the Handyboard can
be programmed to run several processes concurrently, which eliminates the possibility that
one feature of the user program will pause the processor and not allow the execution of other
features of the user program. Concurrent processes can co-exist indefinitely while communicating with each other, stopping or starting each other, or being completely independent
of each other. The Handyboard was chosen as the controller for the SGMV due to its ease
of use, stability, multitasking ability and the big support network, which is comprised of a
large group of Handyboard users.

1.2.3

IEEE 802.11b Networking and Embedded Web Servers

The Handyboard normally communicates with a Host PC through a serial port in order to
download the user program code and to communicate during runtime.
In order to implement a wireless link the Handyboard serial port was adapted with
an Embedded Web Server from Lantronix and an 802.11b Access Point from Belkin. The
Lantronix XPort [4] served as a bridge between a standard TCP-IP network and standard
UART serial ports that are universally found in microcontrollers. A personal computer
can be connected to the LAN and communicate with microcontrollers serial port through
a simple Telnet connection. If an application such as the Interactive C Integrated Development Environment needs to communicate to the microcontroller through a serial port there
7

are utilities, called Port Re-directors that spawn a virtual serial port so that the application connects to the microcontroller through the LAN. The Lantronix XPort is pictured in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Lantronix XPort
Once the Microcontroller was given the ability to communicate through the LAN, the
SGMV was upgraded with 802.11b technology, which gave the SGMV wireless capability.
Chapter 2 describes, in detail, how the Wireless network was arranged for optimum wireless
operation.

1.2.4

The Maxim MAX3100 SPI UART

One of the shortcomings of the Handyboard, which needed to be fixed before being able to
capture data from the GPS receiver, was that the Handyboard doesnt have enough serial
ports. The Handyboard comes with one serial port that is dedicated for communication
with the Host PC. No other serial ports are available for data capture. An extra serial
port was manufactured and connected to the Handyboard for the exclusive use of GPS
data capture. The key element of the extra serial port was the Maxim MAX3100 chip.
8

t networks. Two hardware-handshakincluded (one input and one output).
ailable in 14-pin plastic DIP and small,
ages in the commercial and extended
.

___________Applications

♦ TX and RTS Outputs Sink 25mA for Opto-Couplers

______________Ordering Information
PART

TEMP. RANGE

PIN-PACKAGE

MAX3100CPD
0°C to +70°C
14 PlasticSerial
DIP
The Maxim MAX3100
chip is compatible
with the 68HC11
Peripheral Interface,

ments
entation

MAX3100CEE

0°C to +70°C

16 QSOP

(SPI), and provides a standard UART for the 68HC11. With a few additional parts the

MAX3100EPD
-40°C to +85°C
14 Plastic DIP
-40°C to
to +85°C
16 QSOP
GPS receivers serialMAX3100EEE
port was connected
the MAX3100
and the Handyboard. Chapter

ms
HVAC or Building Control
Typical Operating Circuit appears at end of data sheet.
refchap:implementation describes the hardware configuration in detail as well as the supS-485: Directly Drives Opto-Couplers

Links for Computers/Peripherals
porting software. A pinout diagram of the Maxim MAX3100 chip is presented in Figure

______________________________________________Pin Configurations
5.

DIN 1

14 VCC

UT 2

13 TX

DOUT 2

15 TX

LK 3

12 RX

SCLK 3

14 RX

MAX3100

DIN 1

16 VCC

MAX3100

11 RTS

CS 4

RQ 5

10 CTS

N.C. 5

12 N.C.

DN 6

9

X1

IRQ 6

11 CTS

ND 7

8

X2

SHDN 7

CS 4

10 X1

GND 8

DIP

13 RTS

9

X2

QSOP

Figure 5. The MAX3100 IC

Motorola, Inc. Microwire is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corp.

_______________________________________________________________ Maxim Integrated Products

1

The Global
Positioning
and theDirect!
NMEAat0183 Protocol
livery, and ordering1.2.5
information,
please
contact System
Maxim/Dallas
2, or visit Maxim’s website at www.maxim-ic.com.
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system made up of
a network of 24 satellites placed into orbit by the U.S. Department of Defense. GPS was
originally intended for military applications. However, in the 1980s the government made
the system available for civilian use. GPS works in any weather conditions, anywhere in
the world and 24 hours a day. There are no subscription fees or setup charges for the use
of GPS [7].
GPS satellites circle the Earth in uniformly separated orbits. Each satellite is aware of
its absolute location, and is constantly streaming that information at a specific channel of
the GPS radio band 1500Mhz. The GPS system is illustrated in Figure 6.
When a GPS receiver on land tunes to the signals from at least 3 satellites, it applies
time of signal travel calculations and measure their distance to those satellites. Through
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Figure 6. GPS orbiting satellites
triangulation, the receiver computes its absolute position on the Earths surface. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.
Until the year 2000 the GPS service to civilian users was degraded by the Selective
Availability feature, which increased the error of geolocation to 100 meters. After Selective
Availability was removed, GPS error reduced to 10 meters. Most commercial GPS receivers
include a graphical display to show the coordinates, location on a map and navigation
information. They may also include a data connector that connects to a PC or other
equipment. The connection is a standard RS-232 serial port that can be connected to
any personal computer or embedded device. The GPS receiver streams its geolocation
data using one of several communication protocols, which include Garmin, Trimble or the
standard NMEA 0183. A GPS receiver to laptop connection is illustrated in Figure 8.
The NMEA 0183 protocol defines the serial port settings and the format of the data
stream. The protocol dictates that the serial port should be operating at 4800 baud, 8
bits, no parity and1 stop bit. Additionally, the GPS receiver must stream location data in
10

Space Segment

Control
Segment

User
Segment

Figure 7. Triangulating GPS user position

satellite
signals

GPS
receiver

PC Host

RS-232
(serial)
connection

Figure 8. GPS receiver connected to laptop
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the form of NMEA sentences. Figure 9 shows a serial port monitor that displays the data
streamed by a GPS receiver.

Figure 9. Serial port monitor showing NMEA sentences
There are many different kinds of NMEA sentences that a GPS receiver may stream.
The NMEA sentence used in the navigation of the Self-Guided Micro Vehicle is the GPRMC
sentence. This sentence summarizes the location data, UTC time, speed and direction in
one single line. Using the GPRMC sentence alone is preferred over using several NMEA
sentences and merging their data. Figure 10 explains the structure of a GPRMC sentence.
$GPRMC,152825,A,4859.9519,N,01205.7305,E,000.0,000.0,110400,001.2,E*7B

Sentence ID
UTC Time
Status
Latitude
N/S Indicator
Longitude
E/W Indicator
Speed Over Ground
Course Over Ground
Date
Magnetic Variation
Magnetic Variation Direction
Checksum

Figure 10. Dissection of the GPRMC NMEA sentence
The SGMV used assembly routines to intercept and decode GPRMC sentences coming
from the GPS receiver. More details on this system can be found in Chapter 2.
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1.2.6

The Hall Effect and the Dinsmore 1655 Solid-State Compass

The SGMV used a solid-state electronic compass called the Dinsmore 1655. The 1655 sensor
exploits the Hall Effect to detect the Earths magnetic field. The Hall Effect is a result of
the Lorentz force. The Lorentz force deflects charged particles that flow through a magnetic
field. The resulting force is perpendicular to both the speed and the magnetic field. Figure
11 illustrates the Lorentz force interaction with a charged particle.
B

v

F

q
F=qvxB

vxB

Figure 11. Lorentz force
The Hall Effect is the combined effect of many charged particles, electrons or holes,
being pushed by the Lorentz force while flowing through a conductor. The Lorentz force
causes the charged particles to accumulate on a single side of the conductor. This buildup
of charge creates a voltage differential that is proportional to the magnetic field. Figure 12
illustrates the Hall Effect.
The Dinsmore 1655 [6] electronic compass is composed of two Hall Effect sensing devices
that can accurately measure the Earths magnetic field in two perpendicular directions. Each
Hall Effect device in the 1655 contains a Hall Effect sensor element and an amplifier that
conditions the small signal from the sensor. The amplifier has a voltage bias of 2.5V.
Magnetic fields in one direction generate a voltage over 2.5V and magnetic fields in the
other direction generate a voltage under 2.5V. The conditioned signals from both sensors

13

B

i

F
i

+
V
-

B

Figure 12. Hall effect
can be acquired by a microprocessor, which can calculate the angle of the compass relative
to the Earths magnetic field. Figure 13 illustrates the working of the Dinsmore compass.
Hall Effect
Sensors
B

B

Vcc
Vout
GND

GND
Vout
Vcc

Figure 13. The Dinsmore 1655 compass
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CHAPTER 2
IMPLEMENTATION

2.1

A Simple RC Vehicle as the Locomotion Base

A simple 7-function R/C vehicle, with a few modifications, served as the locomotion base of
the Self-Guided Micro Vehicle. The R/C vehicle was chosen for its mechanical and electrical
characteristics. The vehicle needed to be able to move over grass and dirt where the tests
were going to ensue. Therefore, a vehicle with big wheels and a high torque all-wheel drive
was chosen over a racing type vehicle with smooth tires.
The vehicle chosen possessed a flat bed that was an almost perfect fit for the Handyboard
microcontroller. Additionally, there was plenty of space in and around the vehicles body to
attach the rest of the electronics. The R/C vehicle, equipped with the control electronics
is pictured in Figure 14.
The R/C vehicle was also selected because it was easy to interface with the microcontroller. It was important that the R/C not be a proportional controller since the internal
electronic design proved too difficult to analyze due to the pulsating nature of its signals.
An ON/OFF R/C vehicle contains simpler circuit, which was easier to analyze and modify.
It was also found that the control signals could be directly generated by the microcontroller
since they were compatible with CMOS/TTL logic levels.
In the R/C vehicles control circuit, the control lines for Forward, Backward, Right and
Left were located on 4 of the pins of a 14-pin DIP chip. These pins were de-soldered from
the printed circuit board and four new wires were soldered in their place. These wires, along
with a grounding wire, were connected to a DB9 connector above the control circuit. The
pins in the DB9 connector were connected to the Handyboard motor outputs according to

15

Figure 14. Locomotion base fitted with electronics
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Figure 15. The voltage divider circuits were necessary because the specific output ports
generate 9V instead of a logic high level (5V).
BK
FD
GND
RT
LT

BK

GND(1)
500-ohm
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

FD(M0+)
BK(M0-)
RT(M1+)
LT(M1-)
500-ohm

Figure 15. R/C truck internal connections
Once all the connections were complete, the Handyboard was able to operate the driving
motor and steering servo with the commands fd(x), bk(x) and off(x) where x is 0 for driving
and 1 for steering.

2.2

The Handyboard as the Central Processor

The Handyboard, along with its battery, was installed on the flatbed at the back of the R/C
truck. The Handyboard was secured with four 1-inch standoff holders with its charge port
facing to the back of the truck. This physical setup allowed for battery charging through
the charge port. However, the setup made it difficult to operate the ON/OFF switch. The
setup also made the boards I/O ports and SPI connector accessible for easy connection. The
Handyboard was responsible of coordinating and performing all calculations and functions
of the SGMV. In addition, the Handyboards Interactive C runtime kernel enabled multitasking. The Interactive C Integrated Development Environment is presented in Figure
16.
The Handyboard was responsible of controlling all functions, communicating with a
PC host and performing the calculations involved in GPS navigation. The Handyboards
17

Figure 16. Interactive C screenshot
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multitasking ability was very useful for running all these functions concurrently. Specifically,
the concurrent tasks that the Handyboard performed were:
1. GPS message decoding
2. azimuth to target calculation
3. path planning and driving
4. communications with the PC host
Figure 17 describes the relationships between concurrent functions. These tasks are
discussed in detail in their corresponding chapter sections.

GPS
decoding

Azimuth
Calculation

Driving

Communications

Interactive C PCODE Interpreter

SPI

Motor
Ports

SCI

Handyboard
Figure 17. Concurrent functions in the Handyboard

2.3

The Lantronix XPort Bridge from the Handyboard to a Local Network

The Handyboard was built to communicate with the PC host through its serial port, which
was a standard UART set at 9600 baud, 8 data bits, no parity bit and 1 stop bit. Its
voltage levels were TTL, (0 to 5V), not RS232, (+15 to -15V), which are normally found
in personal computer serial ports. Due to these signal voltage differences, the Handyboard
19

required a voltage converter to communicate to the personal computer directly. The voltage
converter, also called a driver, is usually the MAX232 IC or an equivalent chip. However, in
the SGMV setup, the Handyboard needed to be connected to a TCP/IP network. Therefore,
the Handyboard was connected to a Lantronix XPort, which provided a Serial-to-TCP/IP

Description and Specifications

converter. The Handyboards download port, an RJ45 jack, was connected directly to the
Figureinternal
2-2. XPort
Block
Diagramis shown in figure 18.
XPort serial interface. The XPorts
block
diagram

PCB Interface

Figure 18. XPort block diagram

The XPort has a serial port compatible with data rates up to 920 kbps (in highfor theconnector
XPort-03 and
greater,
and at 230
for the
In order performance
to implementmode)
a TCP/IP
for the
Handyboard
thekbps
XPort
wasXPort-01.
soldered

The serial signals (pins 4–8) are 3.3V CMOS logic level (5V tolerant for the XPort-03

on a customand
PCB
thatonly).
was designed
thepins
Xport
Integration
Guide and
[4] as
reference.
greater
The serialtaking
interface
include
+3.3V, ground,
reset.
The
serial signals usually connect to an internal device, such as a UART. For

The power supply
circuit
connected
to an external
voltagewith
source,
regulated
it to 3.3V
and
applications
requiring
an external
cable running
RS-232
or RS422/485
voltage
levels, the XPort must interface to a serial transceiver chip. We supply an RS-232

fed the XPort
through on
its the
VccXPort
pins.Evaluation
The serialBoard
connection
consisted
an XPort
RJ45 option
jack
transceiver
for thiscircuit
purpose.
There of
is an
available for interfacing with RS422/485.

that was connected directly to the XPorts serial I/O pins. The Handyboards jack and the
Table 2-1. PCB Interface Signals
custom PCBs jack were connected with
a short, 4-wire telephone cord. These connections

Signal Name

are illustrated in Figure 19.

XPort
Pin #

Primary Function

1
Circuittoground
However, GND
before connecting the Handyboard
the XPort, the XPort had to be config3.3V

2

+3.3V power in

Reset

3

External reset in

Data Out

4

20 data out (driven by DSTni’s built-in UART)
Serial

Data In

5

Serial data in (read by DSTni’s built-in UART)

CP1/RTS
(Configurable Pin 1)

6

CP1 can be configured as follows:
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Figure 19. XPort interfacing circuit
personal computer had to be connected to the XPort through its serial port and a serial
session had to be established with a terminal emulator such as the Hyper-terminal.
The Handyboard also provided a serial adaptor. This adaptor bridged between the
Handyboards download port and a PC serial port through the appropriate connectors and
converted the TTL leveled signals into the appropriately converted RS232 signals. This
adaptor was used to connect the XPorts to the host PC. However, the telephone cord had
to be modified as illustrated in Figure 20.

RJ45 connectors

Switch side wires, keep central wires
RED -> BLACK
BLUE -> BLUE
GREEN -> GREEN
BLACK -> RED

4-wire
telephone
cable

Figure 20. XPort configuration cable
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In order to enter the configuration mode the XPort had to be supplied power and three
x characters had to be entered within a one second time lapse. The XPort responded
with a display of all the configuration settings and a prompt to change them. Within the
configuration mode, the following settings were applied to the XPort:
• Server configuration: IP=192.168.2.102, Gateway=N, Netmask=8
• Channel 1 Configuration: 9600 baud, I/F=4C, Flow=0, Port=10001
All other configuration settings were left unchanged from their factory default values. The configuration settings enabled the XPort to communicate in a network with
IP=192.168.2.x and to serial devices at 9600 baud. Once the XPort was configured it was
connected to a local network and the Handyboard. The Host PC, which was already in the
local network, had an IP address of 192.168.2.103. The Host PC ran Windows 2000 and a
utility called Com Port Re-director was installed. The configuration setup is presented in
Figure 21.
5V source
RS-232 link

192.168.2.102

TCP/IP
network

192.16

8.2.103

Figure 21. XPort connections
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2.4

Using the Belkin F5D6130 Wireless AP to Connect the Truck Wirelessly

After configuration the Handyboard could communicate with the Host PC through a local
network. The next step was to add 802.11b equipment in order to make the SGMV wireless.
While several network configurations are possible to make a wireless link for the XPort,
only one was appropriate for this application. Since the XPort was an embedded server, it
had to have a static IP and always be connected to the network. Additionally, since the
SGMV is a mobile platform, the SGMV move further than the 802.11b range, the connection
to the PC host may be lost sometimes.
The solution was to have the wireless network established in the SGMV rather than on
a fixed location near the PC host. To accomplish this, a wireless access point (WAP) was
acquired and installed in the SGMV. More specifically, the Belkin F5D6130 Wireless AP
was acquired due to its small size and low cost. Figure 22 presents a photograph of the
Belkin WAP.

Figure 22. The Belkin F5D6130 WAP
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A WAP is an internetworking device that connects wired and wireless networks. The
function of a WAP is to expand a wired network with a wireless network. WAPs are usually
used to complement a wired router in order to add wireless connectivity to the network.
In the SGMV the wired network existed only inside the physical truck. The only two
devices in the network were the Lantronix XPort and the Belkin Wireless Access Point.
Both devices were connected by a crossover CAT5 cable.
The crossover cable allowed the connection of the two devices without an Ethernet hub
between them. The WAPs IP address was set at 192.168.2.254, the SSID set to truck and
the wireless channel set to 1, following the instructions provided in its user manual [9]. The
PC host could connect to the SGMV wireless network when it came within radio signal
range, which was approximately 100 meters.
Since the SGMV was strictly an outdoors application the PC host was required to
be a laptop computer equipped with a wireless network card. The laptop was set to IP
192.168.2.103 in the wireless network called truck. In order to test the TCP/IP connection
a ping test was performed from the PC host. The command ping 192.168.2.102 was typed
from the command line. If the connection was operative the XPort would respond to the
ping request.

2.5

Using a Virtual Serial Port to Connect the PC Application to the Network

The Com Port Re-director is a Windows utility that allows other applications such as the
Interactive C IDE to talk to serial devices on the local network. Com Port Re-director
created a virtual serial port, which the application used as a regular serial port. Together,
the XPort and the Com Port Re-director effectively allowed the Windows application to
communicate to serial port devices on the local network. This configuration is illustrated
in Figure 23.
The Com Port Re-director was launched in the Host PC. It was configured to install
virtual COM3 and associate it to the XPort at address 192.168.2.102, port 10001. Figure
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Wireless Link

Figure 23. Using the XPort wirelessly
23 is a screenshot of the Re-directors user interface. Refer to the Com Port Re-director
User Guide [4] for specific instructions on how this setup was accomplished.

Figure 24. COM Port Redirector user interface
Once the Re-director was configured and the Handyboard connected to the local network, the Interactive C development environment was launched on the Host PC. Interactive
C properly connected and downloaded code to the Handyboard, which verified the successful
configuration of the TCP/IP link.
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2.6

Using the Deluo GPS and MAX3100 for Geolocation

While the above subchapters were related to hardware installation, configuration and deployment, the following subchapters discuss design and coding. Implementing the SGMV
functions of GPS navigation and drive control were the most challenging part of this application. These functions required C programming, assembly programming and electronic
design.
The GPS navigation functions in the SGMV were accomplished by capturing the NMEA
sentences from the GPS receiver, decoding them and calculating the direction to the target.
2.6.1

Implementation of a Serial Port with the MAX3100

The first problem encountered in the capture of GPS data was due to the existence of only
one serial port in the Handyboard. As previously discussed, the Handyboard used the serial
port to interact with the PC Host and to download program code. A second serial port was
added to the Handyboard through the use of the MAX3100 chip from Maxim IC. This chip
is a Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter, (UART), which is compatible with the
68HC11 SPI port. The MAX3100 datasheet [10] was used as a reference for the electronic
design, which included the UART chip plus a few electronic components. Figure 25 presents
the UART circuit for the Handyboard.
In order to verify the proper operation of the UART circuit three tests had to be
completed successfully:
1. The oscillator circuit had to oscillate at 3.6 MHz,
2. The Handyboard had to be able to read and write the MAX3100 through the SPI,
3. The transistor circuit had to invert the signal as:

V in = 15V >> V out = 0V

(1)

V in = −15V >> V out = 5V.

(2)

and
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5V
This diagram was contributed by Brian Schmalz.
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Figure 25. Schematic of MAX3100 UART circuit
The Handyboard and the MAX3100 circuit worked together to capture every character
from the GPS receiver. During initialization the Handyboard sent a two-byte word to
configure the MAX3100 so that it could receive characters at 9600 baud, 8 data bits, no
parity and 1 stop bit. Additionally, the MAX3100 was configured to send an interrupt
signal after a character had been received.
2.6.2

Character Fetching Via Interrupts

The interrupt signal was captured by the Handyboards IC1 line. After receiving an interrupt
the Handyboard executed several tasks:
1. perform a data read from the MAX3100,
2. verify that a character was received,
3. store the character in a 128 byte buffer, and
4. perform a sentence decode when a Carriage Return (CR, ASCII code 0x13) is received.
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This process can be visualized in the flow chart in figure 26.
IC1 int

read MAX3100

character
received?

NO

YES
store char
in buffer

is char
<CR>?

NO

YES
NMEA decode

exit

Figure 26. Character fetch interrupt routine

2.6.3

NMEA 0183 Sentence Parsing Routine

When a CR character is received, a sentence decode routine is started within the interrupt.
The decode routine verifies that the sentence received starts with $GPRMC in order to
continue its operation. Afterwards, the routine parses the sentence and converts all the
numeric information from ASCII to binary. The relevant information contained in the
sentence is UTC time, latitude, longitude, speed, travel course and date [8]. The numeric
data is copied to other memory addresses for other routines to read as required. Figure 27
presents the parsing routine in flowchart form.
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NMEA DECODE

$GPRMC?

NO

YES
field1 -> UTC_HH
field2 -> UTC_MM
field3 -> UTC_SS
field4 -> VALID
field5 -> LAT_DD
field6 -> LAT_MM
field7 -> LAT_MMMM
field8 -> LATSIGN
field9 -> LON_DD
field10 -> LON_MM
field11 -> LON_MMMM
field12 -> LONSIGN
field13 -> MPS
field14 -> AZIMUTH
field15 -> DATE_DD
field16 -> DATE_MM
field17 -> DATE_YY

raise flag
NMEA_DATA_READY

exit

Figure 27. NMEA decode routine
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Note that decimal fractions in the GPRMC sentence are stored in their own memory
locations. It must be done this way since the Handyboard is slow with floating point
operations but fast with integers. The interrupt routine and the decoding routine were
implemented in a single assembly file, which is presented in Appendix F.

2.6.4

Vehicle Navigation

The navigation routine, navi(), was responsible of calculating the appropriate course angle
to reach the desired objective. This routine was written in Interactive C and executed in
parallel with the driving and communications routines through multitasking. The navi()
routine waits until the GPS data ready flag is raised, which indicates that the NMEA sentence has been parsed by the interrupt routine. This normally occurs once every second.
The GPS coordinates and target coordinates were converted into their 32-bit representations. This step was important in order to make all subsequent calculations straightforward.
The 32 bit representation was obtained as:

latitude32 = ((degrees ∗ 60) + minutes) ∗ 10000 + decimalf raction

(3)

Northern latitudes were considered positive and southern latitudes were considered negative. Western longitudes were considered positive and eastern longitudes were considered
negative. Next the difference between the latitudes and longitudes were calculated to obtain
a delta vector. The delta vector was obtained as:

deltaX = latitudeT arget32 − latitude32

(4)

deltaX = longitudeT arget32 − longitude32

(5)

and

After the delta vector was calculated, a rectangular to polar conversion was performed.
The routine for vector length was written in Interactive C and the routine for angle calculation was written in 68HC11 assembly for performance reasons. The resulting radius
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and angle correspond to the distance to the target and the required angle of travel. Upon
completion of the conversion the navi data ready flag was raised for other routines to read.

2.7

Using the Dinsmore 1655 to Align the Truck

As explained in the theory section, the Dinsmore 1655 compass exploits the Hall Effect to
measure the Earths magnetic field in two perpendicular directions. The two output voltages
were digitized and the direction of the magnetic field was calculated.

2.7.1

Compass Electrical Connections

The Dinsmore compass outputs were connected to the Handyboards analog inputs 2 and 3.
The compass ground and Vcc were connected to the sensor powering ports of the Handy-
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This diagram was contributed by Brian Schmalz.
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board. Figure 28 presents a diagram of how these connections were made.

Y0
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5

Figure 28. Dinsmore compass electrical connections
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2.7.2

Azimuth Angle Calculation Routine

The Handyboard was programmed with routines that could transform the digitized compass
signals into the angle for the SGMV with respect to the Earths magnetic field. The routine,
dinsmore angle(), combined Interactive C code and assembly code and effectively calculates
the angle of the magnetic field with respect to the truck by.
1. The signal from the sensor element facing forward is digitized and stored in variable
A. The signal from sensor element facing east is digitized in variable B.
2. 128 is subtracted from A and B in order to cancel the 2.5V bias in the sensor elements.
Then A and B contain signed numbers and their signs can be used to infer the quadrant
of the angle. This quadrant is saved as a variable.
3. The absolute values of A and B are calculated and stored back in A and B. This
step is necessary because the arctan() assembly routine would only accept a positive
argument.
4. A and B are compared. The maximum is stored in A and the minimum is stored in
B. If the values are switched, then the calculated angle has to be replaced with the
complementary angle. This step was necessary because the arctan() assembly routine
would only take a B/A ratio that is less or equal to 1.
5. The A/B ratio is calculated with the FDIV assembly instruction. The most significant
byte of the ratio is saved in variable F. Variable F contains a value between 0 and
255, which representing the ratios 0/256 through 255/256.
The calculation of the A/B ratio is presented diagrammatically in Figure 29.
6. The arctan() assembly routine calculates the arctangent of the ratio F/256. The angle
returned ranges from 0 to 45 degrees. The arctan routine applies a quadratic formula
to approximate the arctangent function where

AN GLE = (976 − F ) ∗ F/4096
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(6)

B

F=A/B<1
Φ=atan(F)

A
Φ

F=B/A<1
Φ=90-atan(F)

F=A/-B<1
Φ=180-atan(F)

F=-A/-B<1
Φ=180+atan(F)

Figure 29. Calculating the fraction F=A/B
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In 8-bit arithmetic, which was optimized for the HC11 CPU, the angle calculation is
given as:
AN GLE = (244 ∗ F ) >> 10(F 2 ) >> 12.(2.7)

(7)

The x¿¿y operation means x shifted y bits to the right. This assembly function was
compared to a true arctangent function. The angle error was zero in the extremes 0
and 255. The error was 1 degree when F=128, which amounted to a maximum error
of 2 percent. Figure 30 presents the relation between the calculated and actual values.

atan(F)

assembly arctan
function

e=1

45
real arctan
function

F=256*A/B

0

255
Figure 30. Arctangent assembly function error

7. The resulting angle needed to be adjusted depending on whether A and B were
switched and the quadrant determined in step 2. The final angle ranged between
0 and 359.

2.7.3

Aligning the Truck Towards the Target

The Dinsmore sensor requires a significant amount of processing work in order to use its
data. The angle calculated from the sensor data is used to align the truck in any direction.
This alignment is performed by the routine align angle(angle). The align angle(angle) routine uses the dinsmore angle() function and the motor control functions of the Handyboard.
The routine drives and steers the truck in a controlled way to align the truck in the desired
direction towards the target coordinates. The routine works as follows:
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1. The SGMV motors stop for 1 second, since the Dinsmore compass cant sense accurately under vibration conditions.
2. The
angleerror = dinsmore angletarget angle

(8)

is calculated and adjusted to fall within the range of -180 and 180 degrees.
Figure 31 presents an illustration of the calculation obtained from equation 8.

N=0
Φtruck
Φerror

Φtarget

W=90

W=270

W=180
Figure 31. Calculating the angle error

3. If the error is positive, it means that the truck is aligned to the left of the target and a
right turn is needed to correct the angle. If the error is negative, the truck is aligned
to the right of the target and a left turn is needed to correct the angle.
4. The truck is steered left or right for an amount of time proportional to the angle error.
The steering is performed by driving forward while actuating the steering to either
the left or right.
5. The error angle is calculated again as defined by equation 8.
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6. If the magnitude of the error angle is greater than some arbitrary tolerance then the
process is repeated from step 3. Otherwise, the routine exits.

2.7.4

Self-Guided Micro Vehicle Driving

The navigation task for the SGMV system relies on the align angle(angle) function and the
calculated angle-to-target from the navigation task. The function and the value are the key
to successful movement toward the desired target. The statement align angle(angle to target)
is invoked as soon as the angle to target is determined by the navigation task. After alignment the vehicle drives forward for 10 seconds. The process is repeated until the truck
enters the vicinity of the target. When the truck reaches the target, the target is switched
to the next pair of coordinates in the preset itinerary. This process is illustrated in Figure
32.

Figure 32. SGMV driving itinerary
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CHAPTER 3
TESTING AND RESULTS

3.1

Terrain Handling of Locomotion Base

The Self-Guided Micro Vehicle was tested outdoors on a grass field. The SGMV could
drive straight forward and backward or turn left and right on this terrain. The trucks
speed was about 1 meter per second and its turning radius was 50 centimeters. There
were a few problems with the SGMV driving. Since there was so much weight mounted on
the trucks body, if the truck was moving backward and then was suddenly commanded to
drive forward the truck would very likely tip backward. The tipping was only momentary
but should be avoided by not driving backward and forward suddenly. Another problem
encountered during driving was mechanical vibration. The vibration prevented operation
of the compass while driving. The presence of vibration during motion made it necessary
to stop the truck for a second before taking a compass reading.

3.2

Piloting with the Handyboard

The Handyboard was successful in controlling the trucks driving motor and steering servo.
Since they were wired to the Handyboards motor outputs the native commands fd(), bk()
and off() could be used to control all of the trucks functions. Moreover, since the Handyboard has native PWM modulation for motors the motor(x, y) command could be used to
regulate the power to the wheels. When the power is modulated, the truck can be set to
drive at lower than full speed. However, the speed can not be controlled exactly due to the
trucks non linear dynamic system without a feedback sensor.
The steering signal could also be modulated but the resulting steering action was awkward. If the steering signal was modulated, the steering wheels would start shaking. There37

fore, it is recommended that the steering wheels be operated in an ON/OFF fashion. The
reason for this erratic behavior is still undetermined. However, it might be due to incorrect
timing of the PWM signal or the application of incorrect voltages.

3.3

Performance of the Wireless Communications Link

The wireless communication link worked as expected for most operations. The Wireless system, which is composed of the XPort, the Belkin WAP, the wireless laptop and Re-director
software worked successfully while linking the Handyboard to its Interactive C development
environment. Serial port operations such as program downloading and interaction were performed successfully. All these operations were successful until the wireless range was out of
reach, which occurred at approximately 300 feet away from the SGMV. This limitation is
illustrated in Figure 33.

100 meters

Figure 33. 802.11b wireless range
The wireless link was not successful at performing a bootstrap firmware download.
Apparently, the signal latency introduced by the TCP/IP network causes the bootstrap
download operation to terminate prematurely. Fortunately, firmware download is a rare
operation that needs to be performed only when a system crash has occurred or when the
batteries are depleted.
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3.4

Performance of the GPS Geolocation System

The GPS geolocation system, which is composed of the GPS receiver, the MAX3100 circuit, the NMEA decoder and the navigation routine performed exactly as planned. Upon
power up, the GPS started streaming NMEA sentences, which the Handyboard immediately
started to fetch. The GPS took a few seconds until it started tracking GPS satellites. When
the GPS receiver started streaming out valid fixes, the Handyboard decoded the position
successfully. After decoding, the navigation task calculated the angle to the target correctly. The operation repeated every time the GPS streamed a GPRMC sentence and the
angle-to-target data was always calculated correctly. The accuracy of the fix reported by
the GPS receiver varied from 3 meters to 10 meters. The navigation tasks that are assigned
to the SGMV must take this error into account. The users should not assign navigation
tasks that would rely on GPS accuracy of less than 10 meters. This situation is illustrated
in Figure 34.
5-10m DIA

?

Figure 34. GPS location uncertainty

3.5

Quality of Navigation with the 1655 Compass

The SGMV system successfully aligned itself to any desired angle. The control strategy was
very simple and worked but it has a lot of room for improvement. For example, at times it
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takes up to 6 or 7 steering actions to fully align the truck to the desired angle. Very often,
the steering action overshoots the desired angle. Such a non-optimal aligning procedure
slows down the overall driving operation.

3.6

Following a Polygonal Route Plan

The SGMV was programmed to follow a rectangular path around a soccer field in the
USF sports area. The coordinates of the four corners of the soccer field were entered in
the Handyboards memory and the Handyboard was commanded to proceed towards those
targets in sequence. The SGMV was successful at directing itself through the rectangular
path. Although the truck had to stop every five seconds to check its travel angle and
every time the GPS fix was lost, which added several seconds to the completion time, it
completed the route successfully. Because of GPS error, the truck sometimes drifted from
the theoretical path line by up to 5 meters on each side. The test ended when the truck
completed the path twice. The actual path that the truck followed is illustrated in Figure
35.
10m

Figure 35. SGMV path
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

4.1

Discussion

The Self-Guided Micro Vehicle completed the tasks it was commanded to perform. The
GPS decoding performed exactly as planned. However, the GPS receiver could have been
faster at obtaining a fix and better at maintaining it. The angle aligning operations were less
than optimal. These problems could be surpassed if other control methods were employed.
The SGMV as a platform to learn controls, robotics and communications possesses great
potential. With the flexible and user friendly Handyboard, a student could easily add extra
sensors for avoiding collisions. In addition, it would be an interesting upgrade if a network
camera were added to the Local Area Network of the SGMV.

4.2

Possible Future Improvements

As mentioned earlier, the biggest improvement area is in the angle aligning function. A
better control strategy, or even a better sensor would benefit the performance of the function.
The SGMV uses a NiCad1000mAh battery to power the Handyboard, GPS receiver
and Dinsmore compass. This load wears out the battery in just one hour. This time is
enough time to complete a navigation mission, but it is not enough for development. It is
recommended that the battery is upgraded to a higher capacity NiMH or Lithium battery.
The SGMV does not posses other sensors than GPS and compass to find its way. In order
to prevent collisions with obstacles, it is recommended to install sensors for this purpose.
The vehicle possesses an 802.11b wireless access point with more data rate than required
for Handyboard communications. It is possible to make use of the excess bandwidth with
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IP cameras mounted on the truck body. It is also possible to upgrade the 802.11b WAP
with an 802.11g WAP, which provides 5 times the data rate.

4.3

Conclusion

The development of the SGMV was a laborious undertaking that produced an unmanned
autonomous vehicle experimentation platform. The SGMV is directed at another engineering students that wish to experiment with robotics that provides a useful teaching tool. By
publishing the documentation, to the general public, future students can use it as a stepping
stone to make their own UAV and improve on it. Even if only part of these designs is used
as a reference they would prove to be valuable as a starting point for other designs.
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Appendix A
SGMV Dimensions
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25cm

40cm

15cm

Figure 36. Dimensions of the Self-Guided Micro Vehicle
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Figure 37. Handyboard electrical connectors
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Appendix B
Handyboard Pinout Diagram

11 Pin-Out Detail
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Appendix C
Handyboard truck.ic Program Listing
//Self-Guided Micro Vehicle Handyboard IC Code
//(C)Roberto Guerra, 2005
#use "gps_adapter.ic"
#use "drive_module.ic"
#use "scada.ic"
int i;
void main()
{
//Center of overflow engineering parking lot
//28d03.6085m N, 82d25.1243m W
set_target(28,03,6085,82,25,1243);
init_gps();
//starts a process that buffers and decodes NMEA GPRMC sentences
init_navigation();
//starts a process that calculates delta[2], distance, angle and rises a flag
driveport_init();
//init_scada();
gps_navi_ready=0;
beep();
while(!gps_navi_ready)
{
printf("%d:%d:%d\n",gps.utc_hh,gps.utc_mm,gps.utc_ss);
sleep(0.1);
}
//
start_process(itinerary(),1);
happytones();
/*
while(1)
{
gps_avalon_align();
}
*/
}
void gps_avalon_align()
{
set_target_relative(200,0); //set the target 200m ot the north of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
tones(4000.,0.3,1);
align_angle(gps.delta_angle);
set_target_relative(0,200); //set the target 200m ot the west of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
tones(4000.,0.3,2);
align_angle(gps.delta_angle);
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set_target_relative(-200,0); //set the target 200m ot the south of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
tones(4000.,0.3,3);
align_angle(gps.delta_angle);
set_target_relative(0,-200); //set the target 200m ot the east of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
tones(4000.,0.3,4);
align_angle(gps.delta_angle);
}
void set_target_avalon()
{
//sets the target 200m to the north,
//wait until navigation data is ready, then print the delta_angle
//repeat with west, south, east.
set_target_relative(200,0); //set the target 200m ot the north of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
printf("%d ",gps.delta_angle);
beep();
set_target_relative(0,200); //set the target 200m ot the west of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
printf("%d ",gps.delta_angle);
beep();
set_target_relative(-200,0); //set the target 200m ot the south of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
printf("%d ",gps.delta_angle);
beep();
set_target_relative(0,-200); //set the target 200m ot the east of the truck
wait_gps_navi(); //waits until navigation data is ready
printf("%d\n",gps.delta_angle);
beep();
/*
while(1)
{
printf("%d",gps.angle_to_target);
align_angle(gps.angle_to_target);
gas_forward();
msleep(5000L);
}
*/
}
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//This routine changes destination if truck is within 10 meters off destination
void itinerary()
{
int destination_number=0;
set_target_relative(100,0);
while(1)
{
if(gps_navi_ready)
{
if (gps.deltanorm32<50L)
{
if(destination_number=0)
{
move_target_meters(0,100);
//set_target(28,03,6085,82,25,1243); //target 0
destination_number=1;
}
if(destination_number=1)
{
move_target_meters(-100,0);
//set_target(28,03,6085,82,25,1243); //target 1
destination_number=2;
}
if(destination_number=2)
{
move_target_meters(0,-100);
//set_target(28,03,6085,82,25,1243); //target 2
destination_number=3;
}
if(destination_number=3)
{
set_target_relative(100,0);
//set_target(28,03,6085,82,25,1243); //target 3
destination_number=0;
}
}
gps_navi_ready=0;
}
defer();
}
}
void happytones()
{
int i;
for(i=1000;i<=5000;i+=250) tone((float)i,0.05);
}
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void tones(float a,float b, int c)
{
int i;
for(i=0;i<c;i++)
{
tone(a,b);
sleep(b);
}
}
void make_squares()
{
driveport_init();
while(1)
{
align_angle(0);
gas_forward();
sleep(2.0);
gas_stop();
tones(4000.,0.5,2);
align_angle(90);
gas_forward();
sleep(2.0);
gas_stop();
tones(4000.,0.5,3);
align_angle(180);
gas_forward();
sleep(2.0);
gas_stop();
tones(4000.,0.5,4);
align_angle(270);
gas_forward();
sleep(2.0);
gas_stop();
tones(4000.,0.5,5);
}
}
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Handyboard gps adapter.ic Program Listing
//GPS adapter IC code
//(C)Roberto Guerra, 2005
//Include this IC in your aplication.
//Initialize using init_gps()
//Set target with set_target()
//Use the gps_struct gps to access gps data and angle_to_target
//dinsmore_angle() works if the dinsmore compass is connected to
//analog2 (N) and analog3 (E)
//This ICB contains the MAX3100 drivers, IRQ-driven buffer and NMEA decoding.
//and angle calculation routines.
#use "gps_adapter_navi.icb"
struct gps_struct
{
//byte number
//Modified by nmeadecode (in gps_adapter.asm)
int utc_hh;
//00
int utc_mm;
//02
int utc_ss;
//04
int fix_valid;

//06

int
int
int
int
int
int

//08 North is positive
//10
//12
//14 West is positive
//16
//18

lat_dd;
lat_mm;
lat_mmmm;
lon_dd;
lon_mm;
lon_mmmm;

int speed_knots;
int speed_mps;
int course_degrees;

//20
//22
//24

int date_dd;
int date_mm;
int date_yyyy;

//26
//28
//30

N=0, E=90, S=180, W=270

//Modified by set_target. Used by navigation.
int target_lat_dd;
//32
int target_lat_mm;
//34
int target_lat_mmmm;
//36
int target_lon_dd;
//38
int target_lon_mm;
//40
int target_lon_mmmm;
//42
//Modified by navigation process
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long pos32[2];
long tar32[2];
long delta32[2];
long deltanorm32;
int delta_angle;

//44
//52
//60
//78
//82

delta=target-position
N=0, W=90, S=180, E=270

};
char max3100buffer[128]; //GPRMC sentence get buffered here
struct gps_struct gps; //global gps_struct object
int gps_navi_ready;
//indicates that the delta, angle_to_target, deltanorm values have been calculated.
//lower it to zero and poll it until it becomes 1.
int dinsmore_array1[10];
int dinsmore_array2[10];
void init_gps()
{
//Tell the assembly routine where the buffer is.
bfrptr=(int)max3100buffer+2;
//Tell the assembly routine where the gps_struct is.
gps_struct_ptr=(int)&gps;
//Enable the buffering interrupt routine.
//The buffering routine invokes the decoding after CRLF.
enable_buffer(0);
}
void init_navigation()
{
//Activate the navigation routine
start_process(navigation(),1);
}
//calculates the angle of the vector (x,y) respect to (1,0).
//Counterclockwise positive.
int angle32(long x, long y)
{
long vector[2];
vector[0]=x;
vector[1]=y;
return angle32asm((int)&vector[0]);
}
//calculates the angle of the vector (x,y) respect to (1,0). Counterclockwise positive.
int angle16(int x, int y)
{
int vector[2];
vector[0]=x;
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vector[1]=y;
return angle16asm((int)&vector[0]);
}
//Measures the course angle with the Dinsmore compass
//N=0, E=90, S=180, W=270
int dinsmore_angle()
{
int angle;
angle=angle16(analog(2)-128,analog(3)-128)-160;
if(angle<0) angle+=360;
return angle;
}
//checks when the flag is up and calculates the angle to target
void navigation()
{
while(1)
{
if(gps_data_ready)
{
if(gps.fix_valid)
{
calc_delta_rec();
calc_delta_pol();
gps_navi_ready=1;
}
gps_data_ready=0;
}
defer();
}
}
void calc_delta_rec()
{
gps.pos32[0]=degrees2long(gps.lat_dd,gps.lat_mm,gps.lat_mmmm);
gps.pos32[1]=degrees2long(gps.lon_dd,gps.lon_mm,gps.lon_mmmm);
gps.delta32[0]=gps.tar32[0]-gps.pos32[0];
gps.delta32[1]=gps.tar32[1]-gps.pos32[1];
}
void calc_delta_pol()
{
gps.deltanorm32=norm32(gps.delta32[0],gps.delta32[1]);
//N=0, W=90, S=180, E=270
gps.delta_angle=angle32(gps.delta32[0],gps.delta32[1]);
}
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long norm32(long x,long y)
{
float x2=(float)(x);
float y2=(float)(y);
return (long)sqrt(x2*x2+y2*y2);
}
long degrees2long(int dd, int mm, int mmmm) //N,W are positive. S,E are negative
{
return (long)(dd*60+mm)*10000L+(long)mmmm;
}
void set_target(int lat_dd, int lat_mm, int lat_mmmm,int lon_dd, int lon_mm, int lon_mmmm)
{
gps.target_lat_dd=lat_dd;
gps.target_lat_mm=lat_mm;
gps.target_lat_mmmm=lat_mmmm;
gps.target_lon_dd=lon_dd;
gps.target_lon_mm=lon_mm;
gps.target_lon_mmmm=lon_mmmm;
gps.tar32[0]=degrees2long(lat_dd,lat_mm,lat_mmmm);
gps.tar32[1]=degrees2long(lon_dd,lon_mm,lon_mmmm);
}
int average_dinsmore_angle()
{
int i;
for(i=9;i>1;i--)
{
dinsmore_array1[i]=dinsmore_array1[i-1];
dinsmore_array2[i]=dinsmore_array2[i-1];
}
dinsmore_array1[0]=analog(2)-128;
dinsmore_array2[0]=analog(3)-128;
return angle16(dinsmore_array1[0],dinsmore_array2[0]);
}
void move_target(int lat_dd, int lat_mm, int lat_mmmm,int lon_dd, int lon_mm, int lon_mmmm)
{
gps.target_lat_mmmm+=lat_mmmm;
gps.target_lat_mm+=lat_mm;
gps.target_lat_dd+=lat_dd;
gps.target_lon_mmmm+=lon_mmmm;
gps.target_lon_mm+=lon_mm;
gps.target_lon_dd+=lon_dd;
correct_target();
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gps.tar32[0]=degrees2long(gps.target_lat_dd,gps.target_lat_mm,gps.target_lat_mmmm);
gps.tar32[1]=degrees2long(gps.target_lon_dd,gps.target_lon_mm,gps.target_lon_mmmm);
}
void move_target_meters(int meters_north,int meters_west)
{
//minutes/10000 north=meters north * 27/5
//minutes/10000 west =meters west * 27/5 * cos(latitude)
int mmmm_west;
mmmm_west=(int)((float)meters_west*5.4*cos((float)gps.target_lat_dd*.017444));
move_target(0,0,(meters_north*27)/5,0,0,mmmm_west);
correct_target();
}
void set_target_relative(int meters_north,int meters_west)
{
gps.target_lat_mmmm=gps.lat_mmmm;
gps.target_lat_mm=gps.lat_mm;
gps.target_lat_dd=gps.lat_dd;
gps.target_lon_mmmm=gps.lon_mmmm;
gps.target_lon_mm=gps.lon_mm;
gps.target_lon_dd=gps.lon_dd;
move_target_meters(meters_north,meters_west);
}
void correct_target()
{
fix_dd_mm_mmmm(&gps.target_lat_dd,&gps.target_lat_mm,&gps.target_lat_mmmm);
if(gps.target_lat_dd>90) gps.target_lat_dd=90;
if(gps.target_lat_dd<-90) gps.target_lat_dd=-90;
fix_dd_mm_mmmm(&gps.target_lon_dd,&gps.target_lon_mm,&gps.target_lon_mmmm);
if(gps.target_lon_dd>180) gps.target_lon_dd=180;
if(gps.target_lon_dd<-180) gps.target_lon_dd=-180;
}

void rolling_adjust(int *high_number,int *low_number,int divisor)
{
//if *low_number is too high
if(*low_number>=divisor)
{
*high_number+=*low_number/divisor;
*low_number=*low_number%divisor;
}
//if lat_mmmm is negative
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if(*low_number<0)
{
*high_number+=(*low_number+1)/divisor-1;
*low_number=((*low_number+1)%divisor)+divisor-1;
}
}
void fix_dd_mm_mmmm(int *dd,int *mm,int *mmmm)
{
rolling_adjust(mm,mmmm,10000);
rolling_adjust(dd,mm,60);
if(*dd>180) *dd=180;
else if(*dd<-180) *dd=-180;
}
void wait_gps_navi()
{
gps_navi_ready=0;
while(!gps_navi_ready);
}
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//IC module to drive the 7 function R/C car.
//needs compass functions from gps adapter.ic
//(C)Roberto Guerra, 2005
//dinsmore_angle returns:
// N->0
// W->90
// S->180
// E->270
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

tolerance 10
steerdelay 300L
stoppingdelay 500L
turngain_initial 4
turnbias_initial 40

//Output port
#define output_port 0x0e
#define motor1_power 0x22
#define motor2_power 0x23
//forward on pin9 of U10. Green wire, pin 6 of DB9
#define forwardbit 16
//backward on pin10 of U10. Red wire, pin 7 of DB9
#define backwardbit 1
//right on pin2 of U10. Black wire, pin 8 of DB9
#define rightbit 2
//left on pin1 of U10. White wire, pin 9 of DB9
#define leftbit 32
int angle_to_drive;
int speed_to_drive;
int debug;
/*
void driver_init()
{
start_process(driver_process(),1);
}
void driver_process()
{
//modify this routine so that the truck stops every 5 seconds,
//checks its direction and corrects it if the deviation is more
//than tolerance
int gas,steer,angle;
int turntime,rel_angle;
driveport_init();
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while(1)
{
//error correcting loop
while(1)
{
//wait still for one second, making a tone
tone(2000.0,0.05);
msleep(900L);
//measure orientation. North=0, East=90, etc
angle=dinsmore_angle();
//display angle and angle_to_drive
printf("%d %d\n",angle,angle_to_drive);
//calculate relative angle
rel_angle=angle-angle_to_drive;
//make rel_angle between -180 and 180
if(rel_angle<-180) rel_angle+=360;
if(180<rel_angle) rel_angle-=360;
//if error is to the left, steer to the right
if(tolerance<=rel_angle)
{
turntime=500+4*rel_angle;
steer_right();
msleep(300L);
gas_forward();
msleep((long)turntime);
gas_stop();
steer_center();
}
//if error is to the right, steer to the left
if(rel_angle<=-tolerance)
{
turntime=500-4*rel_angle;
steer_left();
msleep(300L);
gas_forward();
msleep((long)turntime);
gas_stop();
steer_center();
}
//if error is too small, exit this loop
if(-tolerance<rel_angle && rel_angle<tolerance)
{
tone(2500.,0.05);
break;
}
}
//if the speed_to_drive is positive, drive forward for 2 seconds
if(speed_to_drive>0)
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{
steer_center();
gas_forward();
msleep(2000L);
gas_stop();
}
}
}
*/
void align_angle3(int angle_to_align)
{
//use the drive() subroutine to align the truck to the
//angle given. Calculates an optimum turntime_gain
int rel_angle,turntime,turngain;
int rel_angle_old,turntime_old;
int initial_steer=0;
long starttime;
starttime=mseconds();
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
if(abs(rel_angle)<tolerance) return;
if(rel_angle>0) initial_steer=1;
else initial_steer=-1;
turntime=abs(rel_angle)*turngain_initial; //+turnbias_initial;
drive(sign(rel_angle),initial_steer,(long)turntime);
turntime_old=turntime;
rel_angle_old=rel_angle;
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
while(abs(rel_angle)>tolerance && mseconds()-starttime<5000L)
{
printf("%d\n",rel_angle);
if(abs(rel_angle-rel_angle_old)<4) return; //too little turn
turngain=turntime_old/(rel_angle-rel_angle_old);
turntime=abs(rel_angle)*turngain; //+turnbias_init;
drive(sign(rel_angle)*initial_steer,initial_steer,(long)turntime);
turntime_old=turntime;
rel_angle_old=rel_angle;
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
}
}
void align_angle2(int angle_to_align)
{
//use the drive() subroutine to align the truck to the
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//angle given.
int rel_angle,turntime,turngain;
int rel_angle_old,turntime_old;
int initial_steer=0;
long starttime;
starttime=mseconds();
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
if(abs(rel_angle)<tolerance) return;
if(rel_angle>0) initial_steer=1;
else initial_steer=-1;
while(abs(rel_angle)>tolerance && mseconds()-starttime<5000L)
{
turntime=abs(rel_angle)*turngain_initial+turnbias_initial;
drive(sign(rel_angle)*initial_steer,initial_steer,(long)turntime);
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
}
}
void align_angle(int angle_to_align)
{
int rel_angle;
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
if(tolerance<rel_angle) align_angle_right(angle_to_align);
if(rel_angle<-tolerance) align_angle_left(angle_to_align);
}
void align_angle_right(int angle_to_align)
{
int turntime,rel_angle;
steer_right();
msleep(500L);
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
while(abs(rel_angle)>tolerance)
{
printf("%d\n",rel_angle);
if(rel_angle>tolerance)
{
turntime=4*rel_angle+200;
gas_forward();
msleep((long)turntime);
gas_stop();
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
}
if(rel_angle<-tolerance)
{
turntime=-4*rel_angle+200;
gas_backward();
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msleep((long)turntime);
gas_stop();
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
}
}
steer_center();
}
void align_angle_left(int angle_to_align)
{
int turntime,rel_angle;
steer_left();
msleep(500L);
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
while(abs(rel_angle)>tolerance)
{
if(rel_angle>tolerance)
{
turntime=4*rel_angle;
gas_backward();
msleep((long)turntime);
gas_stop();
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
}
if(rel_angle<-tolerance)
{
turntime=-4*rel_angle;
gas_forward();
msleep((long)turntime);
gas_stop();
rel_angle=wait_rel_angle(angle_to_align);
}
}
steer_center();
}
int abs(int x)
{
if(x<0) return -x;
else
return x;
}
int sign(int x)
{
if(x>0) return 1;
if(x<0) return -1;
return -x;
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}
int wait_dinsmore_angle()
{
gas_stop();
msleep(1000L);
return dinsmore_angle();
}
int wait_rel_angle(int reference)
{
int rel;
rel=wait_dinsmore_angle()-reference;
if(rel>180) rel-=360;
if(rel<-180) rel+=360;
return rel;
}
void driveport_init()
{
poke(output_port,0);
poke(motor1_power,128);
poke(motor2_power,128);
gas_stop();
steer_center();
}
void driveport_test()
{
driveport_init();
drive(1,0,1000L);
msleep(500L);
drive(-1,0,1000L);
msleep(500L);
drive(0,1,1000L);
msleep(500L);
drive(0,-1,1000L);
msleep(500L);
}
void drive(int gas,int steer,long delay)
{
if(steer==0) steer_center();
else
{
if(steer>0) steer_right();
else
{
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if(steer<0) steer_left();
}
//msleep(steerdelay);
}
if(gas==0) gas_stop();
else
{
if(gas>0) gas_forward();
else
if(gas<0) gas_backward();
}
if(delay>0L)
{
msleep(delay);
gas_stop();
/*
msleep(stoppingdelay);
steer_center();
*/
}
}
void gas_forward()
{
bit_clear(output_port,backwardbit);
bit_set(output_port,forwardbit);
fd(2);
}
void gas_backward()
{
bit_clear(output_port,forwardbit);
bit_set(output_port,backwardbit);
bk(2);
}
void gas_stop()
{
bit_clear(output_port,forwardbit);
bit_clear(output_port,backwardbit);
off(2);
}
void steer_right()
{
bit_clear(output_port,leftbit);
bit_set(output_port,rightbit);
fd(3);
}
void steer_left()
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{
bit_clear(output_port,rightbit);
bit_set(output_port,leftbit);
bk(3);
}
void steer_center()
{
bit_clear(output_port,leftbit);
bit_clear(output_port,rightbit);
off(3);
}
void modulate_drive(int gas,int steer,int period,int duration)
{
long starttime;
driveport_init();
starttime=mseconds();
if(abs(gas)==abs(steer))
{
while(mseconds()-starttime<(long)duration)
{
drive(gas,steer,(long)abs(gas));
msleep((long)(period-abs(gas)));
}
}
if(abs(gas)>abs(steer))
{
while(mseconds()-starttime<(long)duration)
{
drive(gas,steer,(long)abs(gas));
drive(gas,0,(long)(abs(gas)-abs(steer)));
msleep((long)(period-abs(gas)));
steer_center();
}
}
if(abs(gas)<abs(steer))
{
while(mseconds()-starttime<(long)duration)
{
drive(gas,steer,(long)abs(steer));
drive(0,steer,(long)(abs(steer)-abs(gas)));
msleep((long)(period-abs(steer)));
gas_stop();
}
}
}
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*IC binary driver for the GPS adapter.
*(C)Roberto Guerra, 2005
*IRQ-MAX3100-BUFFER
*ltr
* captured letter
*ltrctr
* counter of letter within buffer
*variable_bfrptr
* address of buffer’s first character
*subroutine_initialize_module
* initializes the SPI, the MAX3100, the TIC3 interrupt
*subroutine_enable_buffer
* clears the TIC3 flag, sets the TIC3 mask
*subroutine_disable_buffer
* clears the TIC3 mask
*subroutine_max3100
* sends 16 bits from ACCD and receives 16 bits to ACCD
*max3100_buffer
* it is called every time TIC3 goes to 1
* catches a character and either buffers it
* or processes/reset the buffer
*GPRMC DECODER
*GPRMCstr
* "$GPRMC" string to compare to buffer
*temp
* temporary 16-bit word
*variable_gpsstructptr
* address of first element of pointer gps_struct
*variable_gps_data_ready
* flag that informs that the NMEA string has been decoded
*subroutine_process_gprmc
* if buffer contains a GPRMC sentence, decodes it and
* fills all elements of gps_struct, including angle_to_target
*compare_strings
* compares two strings, pointed by IX and IY respectively
*skip_comma
* moves IX to one place after the next comma
*get_number
* captures a multi-digit number starting at IX
* until a non digit is found
*VECTOR ANGLE CALCULATION
*M0,M1,M2,M3,N0,N1,N2,N3
* long number temps M and N
*bits
* byte to store logic bits
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*angle
* calculated angle
*subroutine_angle32asm
* calculates the angle of the long[2] pointed by ACCD
*subroutine_angle16asm
* calculates the angle of the int[2] pointed by ACCD
*normalize32
* duplicates the signed longs M and N as many times as possible
*MNsl32
* shifts M and N to the left one place
*calc_angle
* calculates the angle of the vector M0,N0 (signed bytes)
*subroutine_atan8
* takes the arctan of ACCB/256 (unsigned) and returns angle in ACCD
org MAIN_START
*******************************************
*IRQ-MAX3100-BUFFER
*
*IC Drivers for the MAX3100 SPI UART.
*Interrupt driven (Digital input 7/TIC3)
*Buffers <CR> separated sentences.
*Raises a the flag "sentence_ready"
*Requires initialization of buffer pointer
*Initializes SPI system, MAX3100 on
*Can be switched ON and OFF with buffer_enable(), buffer_disable()
*Refer to the HC11 manual and the MAX3100 datasheet
*******************************************
REGBASE equ $1000
PORTD equ $1008
DDRD equ $1009
TCTL2 equ $1021
TMSK1 equ $1022
TFLG1 equ $1023
SPCR equ $1028
SPSR equ $1029
SPDR equ $102A
TIC3INT equ $BFEA
ltr:
fcb $AA
ltrctr:
fcb $00
variable_bfrptr:
fdb $0000
variable_bfrlen:
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fdb $0000
variable_sentence_ready:
fdb $0000
subroutine_initialize_module:
*setup interrupt vector
ldd #max3100_buffer
std TIC3INT
*setup SPI
ldaa #$2F
staa PORTD
ldaa #$38
staa DDRD
ldaa #$50
staa SPCR
*setup MAX3100
ldd #$e40c
bsr max3100
*setup interrupt control registers
ldx #REGBASE
*TIC3, falling edge
bset TCTL2,x %00000010
bclr TCTL2,x %00000001
*TIC3 flag clear
bclr TFLG1,x %11111110
*TIC3 mask, disabled at first
bclr TMSK1,x %00000001
rts
subroutine_enable_buffer:
pshx
ldx #REGBASE
bclr TFLG1,x %11111110
bset TMSK1,x %00000001
pulx
rts
subroutine_disable_buffer:
pshx
ldx #REGBASE
bclr TMSK1,x %00000001
pulx
rts
*sends ACCD to max3100 and receives on ACCD
max3100:
ldx #REGBASE
bclr PORTD,x %00100000 clear ~SS (bit 5 of PORTD)
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staa SPDR send high byte to slave
brclr SPSR,x $80 * loop until transfer complete
ldaa SPDR capture slave’s high byte
stab SPDR send low byte to slave
brclr SPSR,x $80 * loop until transfer complete
ldab SPDR capture slave’s low byte
bset PORTD,x %00100000 raise ~SS (bit 5 of PORTD)
rts
*checks for character and loops until all max3100 buffer is empty
max3100_buffer:
ldx #$1000
bclr PORTD,X %00100000 clear ~SS (bit 5 of PORTD)
clr SPDR,X send high byte to slave
brclr SPSR,X $80 * loop until transfer complete
clr SPDR,X send low byte to slave
brclr SPSR,X $80 * loop until transfer complete
ldaa SPDR,X capture slave’s low byte
bset PORTD,X %00100000 raise ~SS (bit 5 of PORTD)
staa ltr
cmpa #13
beq CR
cmpa #10
beq LF
*normal processing of a letter, add string termination
ldx variable_bfrptr
ldab ltrctr
abx
staa 0,X
clr 1,X
incb
cmpb #127
bhs bfrexit ltrctr’s max value is 127
stab ltrctr
bra bfrexit
*if R=<CR>, reset ltrctr
CR clr ltrctr
bra bfrexit
*if R=<LF>, raise flag
LF ldd #1
std variable_sentence_ready
jsr subroutine_process_gprmc
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bfrexit ldx #REGBASE
bclr TFLG1,x %11111110
rti
*******************************************
*GPRMC DECODER
*
*$GPRMC,071358.000,A,2548.4648,N,08017.4962,W,000.0,000.0,120204,000.0,W*09
*0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
*0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
*******************************************
utc_hh equ 0
utc_mm equ 2
utc_ss equ 4
valid equ 6
lat_dd equ 8
lat_mm equ 10
latmmmm equ 12
lon_ddd equ 14
lon_mm equ 16
lonmmmm equ 18
knots equ 20
mps equ 22
course equ 24
date_dd equ 26
date_mm equ 28
datyyyy equ 30
tlatdd equ 32
tlatmm equ 34
tlammmm equ 36
tlonddd equ 38
tlonmm equ 40
tlommmm equ 42
pos32 equ 44
tar32 equ 52
del32 equ 60
deln32 equ 78
delang equ 82
GPRMCstr:
fcc "$GPRMC"
temp:
fdb $0000
variable_gps_struct_ptr:
fdb $0000
variable_gps_data_ready:
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fdb $0000
subroutine_process_gprmc:
pshx
pshy
ldx variable_bfrptr
ldy #GPRMCstr
ldaa #6
jsr compare_strings
beq prccont
jmp prcexit
prccont ldy variable_gps_struct_ptr
jsr skip_comma
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std utc_hh,y
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std utc_mm,y
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std utc_ss,y
jsr skip_comma
ldd #0
std valid,y
ldaa 0,x
cmpa #’A
bne invalid
inc valid+1,y
invalid:
jsr skip_comma
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std lat_dd,y
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std lat_mm,y
inx
ldaa #4
jsr getnumber
std latmmmm,y
jsr skip_comma
ldaa 0,x
cmpa #’N
beq north
ldd #0
subd lat_dd,y
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std lat_dd,y
ldd #0
subd lat_mm,y
std lat_mm,y
ldd #0
subd latmmmm,y
std latmmmm,y
north jsr skip_comma
ldaa #3
jsr getnumber
std lon_ddd,y
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std lon_mm,y
inx
ldaa #4
jsr getnumber
std lonmmmm,y
jsr skip_comma
ldaa 0,x
cmpa #’W
beq west
ldd #0
subd lon_ddd,y
std lon_ddd,y
ldd #0
subd lon_mm,y
std lon_mm,y
ldd #0
subd lonmmmm,y
std lonmmmm,y
west jsr skip_comma
ldaa #3
jsr getnumber
std knots,y
*1 knot=0.5144 meters per second=132/256 mps
ldab #132
mul
tab
clra
std mps,y
jsr skip_comma
ldaa #3
jsr getnumber
std course,y
jsr skip_comma
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
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std date_dd,y
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
std date_mm,y
ldaa #2
jsr getnumber
addd #2000
std datyyyy,y
ldd #1
std variable_gps_data_ready
prcexit puly
pulx
rts
*the routine below compares the strings pointed at
*by IX and IY. The number of characters is given by
*ACCA. Upon return, string equality is reflected by
*CCR.Z (condition code) and ACCA=0.
*IX and IY point to the differing characters.
compare_strings:
ldab 0,x
cmpb 0,y
bne cmpexit
inx
iny
deca
bne compare_strings
cmpexit rts
*moves IX to one place after the next comma.
*If IX points at a comma already, IX will be incremented by 1.
skip_comma:
ldaa 0,x
inx
cmpa #’,
bne skip_comma
rts
*captures a multi-digit number starting at 0,x , ending with the
*last character 0-9. IX gets incremented to the next non digit char.
*The routine captures up to ACCA (unsigned) chars.
getnumber:
clr temp
clr temp+1
loopm cmpa #0
bls nodig
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ldab 0,x
subb #’0
blo nodig
cmpb #10
bhs nodig
psha
pshb
ldd temp
lsld
lsld
addd temp
lsld
std temp
pulb
clra
addd temp
std temp
pula
deca
inx
bra loopm
nodig ldd temp
rts
*******************************************
*VECTOR ANGLE CALCULATION
*******************************************
M zmb 4
N zmb 4
bits fcb $00
angle fdb $0000
*Argument: pointer to array long[2]
*Calculates the angle of (x,y) and returns it
subroutine_angle32asm:
pshx
xgdx
ldd 0,x
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std M
ldd 2,x
std M+2
ldd
std
ldd
std

4,x
N
6,x
N+2

jsr normalize32
jsr calc_angle
ldd angle
pulx
rts
*Argument: pointer to array int[2]
*Calculates the angle of (x,y) and returns it
subroutine_angle16asm:
pshx
xgdx
ldd
std
ldd
std

0,x
M
#0
M+2

ldd
std
ldd
std

2,x
N
#0
N+2

jsr normalize32
jsr calc_angle
ldd angle
pulx
rts
*duplicates M0,M1,M2,M3 and N0,N1,N2,N3 repeatedly until
*it can’t be duplicated anymore without data loss.
normalize32:
*testing whether the numbers are normalizable
loopn clr bits
ldaa M
lsla
eora M
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*a 1 in the MSB means that M is normalized. Store it in ’bits’
staa bits
ldaa N
lsla
eora N
*a 1 in the MSB means that N is normalized. Or it with ’bits’
ora bits
anda #$80
cmpa #$80
beq normalized
jsr MNsl32
bra loopn
normalized:
rts
*shift left M0,M1,M2,M3 and N0,N1,N2,N3
MNsl32:
ldd M
lsld
std M
ldd M+2
lsld
std M+2
ldaa M+1
adca #0
staa M+1
*shift left N0,N1,N2,N3
ldd N
lsld
std N
ldd N+2
lsld
std N+2
ldaa N+1
adca #0
staa N+1
rts
*calculates the angle of the vector M0,N0 (signed bytes)
calc_angle:
*take note of the quadrant
*take absolute value of M0 and N0
clr bits
ldaa M
bpl Mpos
ldaa bits
oraa #%1
staa bits
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neg M
Mpos:
ldaa N
bpl Npos
ldaa bits
oraa #%10
staa bits
neg N
Npos:
*make the vector fit in the 0-45 degree octant
*take note of the octant
ldaa M
cmpa N
bhi Mhigher
blo Mlower
ldd #45
bra MNsame
Mlower:
ldaa bits
oraa #%100
staa bits
ldaa M
ldab N
stab M
staa N
Mhigher:
*make the fraction: N0->IX,M0->ACCD. quotient->IX
ldaa M
clrb
xgdx
ldaa N
clrb
fdiv
xgdx
tab
clra
*take the arctangent
jsr subroutine_atan8
MNsame:
std angle
*now we have calculated the angle in the first sector
*take ’bits’ and adjust the angle according to the octant
*adjust angle according to quadrant and sector
ldaa bits
cmpa #0
beq sector0
cmpa #1
beq sector1
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cmpa #2
beq sector2
cmpa #3
beq sector3
cmpa #4
beq sector4
cmpa #5
beq sector5
cmpa #6
beq sector6
cmpa #7
beq sector7
sector0:
bra done
sector1:
ldd #180
subd angle
std angle
bra done
sector2:
ldd #360
subd angle
std angle
bra done
sector3:
ldd #180
addd angle
std angle
bra done
sector4:
ldd #90
subd angle
std angle
bra done
sector5:
ldd #90
addd angle
std angle
bra done
sector6:
ldd #270
addd angle
std angle
bra done
sector7:
ldd #270
subd angle
std angle
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bra done
done:
rts
*takes the unsigned fractional value ACCB/256 and calculates the
*arctangent in degrees. Result (0-45) in ACCD.
subroutine_atan8:
*(976-f)*f/4096=(-f^2+976*f)/4096=-f^2/(256*16)+244*f/(256*4)
pshb
tba
mul
tab
clra
lsrb
lsrb
lsrb
lsrb
std temp
pulb
ldaa #244
mul
tab
clra
lsrb
lsrb
subd temp
rts
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